
Judging Others
John 8:1-11 and Matthew 7:1- 5                              Grade 4,5

Break up into small groups 

Large Group(Where we all meet together and introduce the lesson) 

Materials needed - soft plastic balls, tv or computer 

 - Greet all the kids as they come in.  Ask them how they are doing, and chat with them about 
their week.  Pray together, ask anyone if they have any prayer requests.  

 - Our memory verse for the month is Psalm 55:22.  Play this video while singing along, or have a 
little dance party. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZwSL4Y3tQk 

- choose a young leader or one of the older kids at the beginning of the lesson.  Have them 
come up to the front and tell the kids that they did something wrong during this week like 
fighting all week with their brother or sister.

- Give all the kids in the room a small plastic ball and let them make a circle around the kid who 
had been “fighting with their brother or sister all week”.  Keep circling around the kid in the 
middle as you speak so the kids don’t throw their balls at them.  

- Tell the kids that you have a new rule at kids church, that when we hear things like this we are 
going to put that person in the middle of a circle and throw balls at them.  Let the kids get 
excited about it.

- Before the kids throw their balls, tell them that there is one more rule.  They can only throw 
their balls if they have never been in trouble.  

- Let’s watch this video together - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UhGxxpVifB8 

Review The Story(a chance to review the bible passage with the small group) 

Materials needed -plastic balls, bible

- Greet everyone in your small group, make sure everyone knows each others names.  Say a 
prayer together either by repeating after one of the teachers or just letting them pray.  

- Sit down with the kids, tell them that today’s story is about a who had done something wrong 
and was scared.  Read through the story in the bible.  Act it out as you are reading it.  

- Ask the kids some questions about the story.  How do they think the lady felt when everyone 
wanted to hurt her?  Why do you think Jesus started drawing in the sand with his finger?  How 
did Jesus stop everyone from hurting the lady?  Do you think the lady changed her life after 
Jesus saved her?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZwSL4Y3tQk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UhGxxpVifB8


Life Application (an opportunity for kids to apply the lesson to their own lifes) 

 Materials needed - cookies with a lot of salt, mural paper and markers

- Give the kids cookie that have a lot of salt in them.  Let them look at the cookies, ask them what 
they think of them.  How do they think they are going to taste?  Let them eat the cookies, talk 
about the different in what they thought the cookie was going to be like and how it actually tasted.

- Ask the kids if they have ever been judged wrongly?  Have they ever gotten in trouble in school 
for talking when it wasn’t them?  Have they been blamed for something that they didn’t do?  Have 
they ever judged someone else?  When is it okay to judge and when is it not okay?  

- Read through Matthew 7:1-5 with the kids - see what they think it means.  Help them out if they 
need to.  How can they look at themselves instead of looking at others?    

Memory Verse(a way to introduce and reinforce this months memory verse) 

Materials needed - memory verse sheets and tape

- put the memory verse words up at different spots around the room.  As you are reading the 
verse, have the kids run from sheet to sheet.  Have contests like, who can run to the words like 
saying them the fastest, who can do it with their eyes closed, move from sheet to sheet while 
hopping, walking like a crab, walking backwards etc.  


